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The ETS Series, low-cost
solutions for Automated Test
After spending many years developing custom
Functional Test equipment, I got so frustrated
with the high cost and complexity, I decided to
design a better solution.
Hello, my name is Overton Claborne and I am the inventor of the ETS
Series - E MBEDDED T EST S OLUTIONS. The ETS Series’ products are
a unique collection of low-cost test instruments that are designed for
direct installation into Mechanical Test Fixtures, custom Instrument
Enclosures, or inside larger ATE test systems. Our products perform a
wide variety of general purpose test and measurement functions including Analog Conversion, Digital I/O, Signal Switching and Special
Function. Our instruments can be controlled by either an external PC
(via USB interface), or with the Pico-MATE. The Pico-MATE is the first
embedded controller specifically designed to bring low-cost automation
to custom test development.
When controlling our instruments from a PC, you are free to use any
programming language that allows access through a serial port (such
as Visual BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView, LabWindows or HP-Vee).
At the embedded level, we provide two programming options (BASIC
or ‘C’), and both are supported by TES-MATE (our proprietary Test
Executive Suite). TES-MATE is a standard library of software routines,
utilities and instrument drivers that are designed to accelerate the development of complete Functional Test systems.
The goal of the ETS Series is to provide Test Engineers with the tools
to build custom Automated Test solutions faster and for far less cost.
The application possibilities are enormous. Use the ETS Series to support any level of test (from Semiconductors to Systems), within any
department (Engineering, Manufacturing & QA), and across a broad
array of industries (including Computers, Communications, Military,
Medical and many others). Please give us a call to discuss how the
ETS Series can enhance your next test development project.
Overton Claborne Sr,
Founder & CEO
(510) 944-4377
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PICO-MATE™

E MEBEDDED TEST CONTROLLER

EMBEDDED TEST CONTROLLER

D ESCRIPTION
The Pico-MATE™ is the first in a
line of innovative, EMBEDDED TEST
CONTROLLERS from (Oi). Engineers use it to reduce the highcost of building custom “automated” test equipment. The PicoMATE™ is designed for embedded
operation which includes direct
installation into Mechanical Test
Fixtures, build custom test instruments or to support larger ATE test
systems.
The Pico-MATE™ comes loaded
with a high-performance Atmel
AVR processor, 2K of SRAM and
32K of Flash ROM, 65K EEPROM,
25 Digital I/O lines, a high-speed
serial RS232 communications port
and a flexible USB interface. Two
(Oi) instrument ports are provided
to allow access to all (Oi) Test
Instrument Modules (i.e., CheckMATE(vI) , DUT-MATE(vI) , RelayMATE(vI) and all others). In addition, all Pico-MATE™ I/O lines are
consolidated into a single header,
which is used for external access
and circuit expansion.
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•

ATmega32U4 - 16MHz processor

•

32KB Flash, 2K RAM, 65K
EEPROM

•

25 Digital I/O lines

•

12 Analog Inputs, 7 PWM

•

UART, I2C, SPI (1ea)

•

USB & RS-232C COM Port

•

Operator & Expansion Interface

•

(Oi) Instrument Ports (2ea)

•

Real Time Clock

•

Compact Size, 2.50” x 2.75”

•

Low cost, $99 single qty

Programming the Pico-MATE™ is
both simple and fast. Low-cost
compilers are available in ’C’ and
BASIC, and both are supported by
TES-MATE™ (Test Executive
Suite). TES-MATE™ is a comprehensive library of software routines,
support utilities and (Oi) instrument
drivers that allow the programmer
to take full control over all of the
hardware resources the PicoMATE™ has to offer.

A PPLICATIONS
Automated Test Equipment
Data Acquisition & Control
Custom Instrumentation
Device Programming
Data Translation

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

PICO-MATE, Embedded
ETS-1010-00
Test Controller

Price
$ 129.00

Detailed specifications are available online

overton instruments

E MEBEDDED TEST CONTROLLER

The internal hardware resources for the Pico-MATE is shown in the block diagram
above. The heart of the module is a highly integrated Atmel microcontroller, which
makes available a bountiful array of I/O capabilities, Counter/Timers, Serial Buses,
Control Logic and Interrupts. The remaining functions include User I/O, Dual (Oi)
Instrument Ports, a Real-Time Clock and 64K Serial.
The diagram below shows the Pico-MATE configured to perform a complete Functional Test sequence. The DUT (device-under-test), could be any electrical or
electronic device (including Semiconductors, PCB, Flex Circuits or other). The
DUT-MATE applies “safe” power to the DUT, and the MUX-MATE is used to route
test points on the DUT, to the external DMM. In addition, the Pico-MATE uses its
Digital & Analog I/O and serial bus resources (i.e., I2C & SPI-bus), to control the
DUT as well.

microATE
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CHECK-MATE ( V I)
MULTIFUNCTION DAQ MODULE

• 8-CH, 12-bit A/D with
100ksps sample rate (8
SE, 4 Differential or any
combination)
• 1-CH, 12-bit D/A (unipolar/
bipolar modes)
• 8 digital input/output lines,
independently programmable
• Embedded or optional USB
interface
• Compact size

A N A LO G C O N V E R S I O N

• Low cost

D ESCRIPTION
For less than $100, the CheckMATE(vI) is the perfect instrument
for automating a wide variety of
fixture control functions or mixsignal test applications.
The Check-MATE(vI) offers 8 single-ended or 4 differential analog
inputs with 12-bit A/D resolution
(and a sampling rate of 100KHz).
The instrument has a single analog
output with 12-bit D/A resolution
(which operates in unipolar or bipolar modes). In addition, there
are 8 digital input/output lines
(which are independently programmable).
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the CheckMATE(vI) to a PC laptop or desktop,
and then running our GUI software. No external power source is
required, since power is supplied
through the USB interface. Easy
access to the hardware is made
available through a convenient
collection of screw terminal connectors.
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Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
Check-MATE(vI) uses a standard OI
interface to allow external control
by anyone of our Embedded Test
Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE, MicroMATE or Mini-MATE).

A PPLICATIONS
Functional Test Equipment
Test Fixture Control
Custom Instrumentation
ESS & Burn-in
QA/QC Screening

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

Price

ETS-2010-00

Check-MATE(vI), Multifunction DAQ Module, 8-ch 12bit A/D + 12-bit D/A + 8-bit
Digital I/O

$119.00

ETS-2011-00

Check-MATE(vI) with USB
Interface Module

$149.00

Detailed specifications are available online

overton instruments

Sense &
Control
Everything

CHECK-MATE
Multifunction DAQ Module

All ETS Series’
instruments are designed
for direct installation into
test fixtures.

Building custom test fixtures once was a difficult
and time consuming chore - not anymore...
Test Engineers are pushed to limit, to build custom test fixtures that can
match the level of sophistication for today’s Printed Circuit Boards. In
many instances, these test fixtures require pneumatic control, temperature measurement, sensor manipulation, voltage detection, monitor currents and much more. The diagram above shows a myriad of possible
sensors and circuits that are used to support a typical fixture control process. In the end, the Test Engineer is left with the daunting task of figuring-out how to make it all work.
Fortunately, help is available. The ETS Series’ offers a unique set of instrument modules that are ideally suited for test fixture control. Each instrument is designed to be externally controlled by a special EMBEDDED
TEST CONTROLLER, or from a standard PC (with an optional USB interface). Access to the hardware is provided by a combination of screw terminal blocks and box headers. All of the instruments share a common
form-factor (2.50” x 2.75”).
microATE
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DAQ-MATE ( V I)

• 16 12-bit A/D channels

16-CH DATA ACQ., MODULE

• Programmable singleended and/or differential
modes
• 100ksps sample rate
• 4 Programmable Input
Ranges (0-5V, 0-10V, ±5V
and ±10V)

PHOTO COMING

• Embedded or optional
USB interface
• Compact size

A N A LO G C O N V E R S I O N

• Low cost

D ESCRIPTION
The DAQ-MATE(vI) offers an impressive 16-channels of singleended/differential analog data acquisition, including 12-bit resolution
(and a sample rate of 100ksps). In
addition each channel can be independently programmed for 4 different input ranges (i.e., 0-5V, 0-10V,
±5 and ±10V).
Use the DAQ-MATE(vI) to significantly reduce test-time. Acquire
analog measurements in a fraction
of time it takes to read an external
DMM.
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the DAQ-MATE
(vI)
to a PC laptop or desktop, and
then running our GUI software. No
external power source is required,
since power is supplied through
the USB interface. Easy access to
the hardware is made available
through a convenient collection of
screw terminal connectors.
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There are two options for controlling the DAQ-MATE(vI) (with a Host
PC or embedded microcontroller).
In the case of the PC, the DAQMATE(vI) is connected by a USB
interface and responds to a simple
set of ASCII commands. Programming is easy using Visual BASIC,
LINUX, C/C++, LabView, LabWindows or any language that allows
access to through a serial port. For
embedded operation, the DAQMATE(vI) uses a standard OI interface to allow external control by
anyone of our Embedded Test Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE, MicroMATE or Mini-MATE).

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

Price

ETS-2020-00

DAQ-MATE(vI) , 16-CH DATA
$119.00
ACQUSITION MODULE

ETS-2021-00

DAQ-MATE(vI) with USB
Interface Module

$149.00

Detailed specifications are available online

overton instruments

QDM-MATE ( V I)
QUAD DAC MODULE
• 4 independent, 12-bit
DAC channels
• 4 Programmable Ranges
(0-5V, 0-10V, ±5V and
±10V)

PHOTO COMING

• Embedded or optional
USB interface
• Compact size

A N A LO G C O N V E R S I O N

• Low cost

D ESCRIPTION
The QDM-MATE(vI) is a quad DAC
module with 12-bit resolution. Each
channel is independently programmable, and provides 4 output
range modes (0-5V, 0-10V, ±5V
and ±10V).
Use the QDM-MATE(vI) to support a
wide array of voltage control functions (including gain & offset adjustment, motor control, threshold
level, set-point limit and variable
power supply).
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the QDMMATE(vI) to a PC laptop or desktop, and then running our GUI software. No external power source is
required, since power is supplied
through the USB interface. Easy
access to the hardware is made
available through a convenient
collection of screw terminal connectors.

There are two options for controlling the QDM-MATE(vI) (with a Host
PC or embedded microcontroller).
In the case of the PC, the QDMMATE(vI) is connected by a USB
interface and responds to a simple
set of ASCII commands.
Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
QDM-MATE(vI) uses a standard OI
interface to allow external control
by anyone of our Embedded Test
Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE, MicroMATE or Mini-MATE).

ORDER
Part No.

I NFO
Description

Price

ETS-2040-00

ODM-MATE(vI) , Quad DAC
Module

$169.00

ETS-2041-00

ODM-MATE(vI) with USB
Interface Module

$199.00

Detailed specifications are available online

microATE
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DIO-MATE ( V I)

• 24 Digital I/O lines

24-BIT DIGITAL I/O MODULE

• Each bit is dependently
programmable
• Convenient hardware
access, screw terminals
or single header
• Embedded or optional
USB interface
• Compact size

D I G I TA L I / O M O D U L E S

• Low cost

D ESCRIPTION
The DIO-MATE(vI) is a basic 16-bit
digital I/O module, with many advance features. Designed for embedded applications, the DIOMATE(vI) can be installed directly
into Mechanical Test Fixtures, custom Instrument Enclosures or support larger ATE “rack-n-stack” systems.
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the DIO-MATE
(vI)
to a PC laptop or desktop. No
external power source is required,
since power is supplied through
the USB interface. Easy access to
the hardware is made available
through a convenient collection of
screw terminal connectors.
There are two options for controlling the DIO-MATE(vI) (with a Host
PC or embedded microcontroller).
In the case of the PC, the DIOMATE(vI) is connected by a USB
interface and responds to a simple
set of ASCII commands.

Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
DIO-MATE(vI) uses a standard (Oi)
interface to allow external control
by anyone of our Embedded Test
Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE, MicroMATE or Mini-MATE).

A PPLICATIONS
Burn-In
Engineering
Fixture Control
Functional Test
Automated Test Systems
QA/QC Screening
OEM Test Instruments

O RDER
Part No.

INFO

Description

DIO-MATE(vI) , 24-Bit Digital
ETS-3010-00
I/O Module
ETS-3011-00

DIO-MATE(vI) with USBMATE, USB Module

Price
$99.00
$129.00

Detailed specifications are available online
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OPTO-MATE

• 16 opto-isolators (8 inputs,
8 outputs)

( V I)

• Isolation to 5000vrms

16-BIT ISOLATED DIGITAL I/O MODULE

• Output drive, 80Vdc max
(150mW max)
• Input voltage, 3 to 30Vdc
• Convenient hardware access, screw terminals or
single header
• USB interface or embedded control
• Compact size

D I G I TA L I / O M O D U L E S

• Low cost

D ESCRIPTION
(vI)

The OPTO-MATE is an isolated
16-BIT Digital I/O Module (8 inputs, 8 outputs). Use it to monitor
or control circuits that use different
logic levels or ground system.
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the OPTOMATE(vI) to a PC laptop or desktop. No external power source is
required, since power is supplied
through the USB interface. Easy
access to the hardware is made
available through a convenient
collection of screw terminal or
header connector.
There are two options for controlling the OPTO-MATE(vI) (with a
Host PC or embedded microcontroller).In the case of the PC, the
OPTO-MATE(vI) is connected by a
USB interface and responds to a
simple set of ASCII commands.

Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
OPTO-MATE(vI) uses a standard OI
interface to allow external control
by anyone of our Embedded Test
Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE, MicroMATE or Mini-MATE ).

A PPLICATIONS
Burn-In
Engineering
Fixture Control
Functional Test
Automated Test Systems
QA/QC Screening

O RDER
Part No.

INFO

Description

Price

OPTO-MATE(vI) , 16-Bit
ETS-3020-00
Isolated Digital I/O Module

$119.00

OPTO-MATE(vI) with USBMATE, USB Module

$149.00

ETS-3021-00

Detailed specifications are available online

microATE
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RELAY-MATE ( V I)

• 8-DPDT, 2 FORM-C Relays

8-DPDT RELAY MODULE

• LED indicate each active
relay
• Rapid switching, < 4msec
activation time
• Embedded or optional
USB interface
• Convenient screw terminals and pin headers for
user connections
• Compact size

S W I TC H I N G S O LU T I O N S

• Low Cost

D ESCRIPTION
The Relay-MATE(vI) provides 8
independent relays that can be
used for general purpose signal
routing and switching.
The 8 relays are DPDT (2 form C),
and each has an LED to indicate
current activity. Each relay has a
dual set of contacts which include
Common (C), Normally Open
(NO), and Normally Closed (NC)
connections. The relays can
switch both AC and DC voltages
and feature long-life, quick actuation time and superior isolation.
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the RelayMATE(vI) to a PC laptop or desktop, and then running our GUI software. No external power source is
required, since power is supplied
through the USB interface. Easy
access to the hardware is made
available through a convenient
collection of screw terminal connectors.
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There are two options for controlling the Relay-MATE(vI) (with a Host
PC or embedded microcontroller).
In the case of the PC, the RelayMATE(vI) is connected by a USB
interface and responds to a simple
set of ASCII commands.
Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
Relay-MATE(vI) uses a standard OI
interface to allow external control
by anyone of our Embedded Test
Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE, MicroMATE or Mini-MATE).

O RDER
Part No.

INFO
Description

Relay-MATE(vI) , 8-DPDT
ETS-4010-00
Relay Module

Price
$119.00

(vI)

ETS-4011-00

Relay-MATE with USB
Interface Module

$149.00

Detailed specifications are available online

overton instruments

NZ

=

8-DPDT Relay Configuration

Stimulus Circuits

RELAY-MATE(vI)
8-DPDT RELAY MODULE

8-SPST Relay Configuration
16-DPST MUX Configuration

S W I TC H I N G S O LU T I O N S

Device Under Test
Various
Loads

SWITCH-MATE(vI) &
SWITCH-MATE/HC(vI)

Device
Under
Test

External DMM

MUX-MATE(vI)
16-CH SIGNAL MULTIPLEXER MODULE

Device
Under
Test

In the time it takes for a technician to probe a single test point, (Oi)
Switching Solutions’ can switch 100’s of test points. But switching speed
is not the only advantage, our relay modules offer tremendous flexibility,
scalability and affordability. Use them to satisfy a diverse range of custom
test & measurement applications. In most cases, the cost per module can
be as much as 60% less than a comparable PC-based test instrument.
Need to expand? We created the SEM-MATE(vI) , Switching Expansion
Module. It allows you to control any combination of ‘8’ Switching Solutions’ modules as a single group. Give us a call to request one of our
demo modules for a free evaluation.
microATE
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S WITCH -MATE ( V I)

• 8-SPST, 1 FORM-A
1Amp Relays

8-SPST RELAY MODULE

• LED indicate each active
relay
• Rapid switching, <
4msec actuation time
• Convenient screw terminals and pin headers for
user connections
• Embedded or optional
USB interface
• Compact size

S W I TC H I N G S O LU T I O N S

• Low Cost

D ESCRIPTION
(vI)

The SWITCH-MATE provides 8
independent relays that can be
used for general purpose switching.
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the SWITCHMATE(vI) to a PC laptop or desktop, and then running our GUI software. No external power source is
required, since power is supplied
through the USB interface. Easy
access to the hardware is made
available through a convenient
collection of screw terminal connectors.
There are two options for controlling the SWITCH-MATE(vI) (with a
Host PC or embedded microcontroller). In the case of the PC, the
SWITCH-MATE(vI) is connected by
a USB interface and responds to a
simple set of ASCII commands.

Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port.
For embedded operation, the
SWITCH-MATE(vI) uses a standard
OI interface to allow external control by anyone of our Embedded
Test Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE,
Micro-MATE or Mini-MATE).

A PPLICATIONS
Functional Test Equipment
Test Fixture Control
Custom Instrumentation
ESS & Burn-in
QA/QC Screening

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

Price

(vI)

ETS-4110-00

Switch-MATE , 8-SPST
Relay Module, 1A load

$119.00

(vI)

ETS-4111-00

Switch-MATE with USB
Interface Module

$149.00

Detailed specifications are available online
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S WITCH -MATE/HC ( VI)
4-RELAY, HIGH CURRENT RELAY MODULE

• 4-SPST, 1 FORM-A
10Amp Relays
• LED indicate each active
relay
• Rapid switching, <
10msec actuation time
• Convenient screw terminals and pin headers for
user connections
• Embedded or optional
USB interface
• Compact size

S W I TC H I N G S O LU T I O N S

• Low Cost

D ESCRIPTION
The SWITCH-MATE/HC(vI) provides 4 independent relays that
can be used for switching high
current loads (10A max). The
ideal solution for Power Supply
testing.
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the SWITCHMATE/HC(vI) to a PC laptop or
desktop, and then running our GUI
software. No external power
source is required, since power is
supplied through the USB interface. Easy access to the hardware
is made available through a convenient collection of screw terminal
connectors.
There are two options for controlling the SWITCH-MATE/HC(vI)
(with a Host PC or embedded microcontroller). In the case of the
PC, the SWITCH-MATE/HC(vI) is
connected by a USB interface and
responds to a simple set of ASCII
commands.
microATE

Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port.
For embedded operation, the
SWITCH-MATE/HC(vI) uses a standard OI interface to allow external
control by anyone of our Embedded
Test Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE,
Micro-MATE or Mini-MATE).

A PPLICATIONS
Functional Test Equipment
Test Fixture Control
Custom Instrumentation
Burn-In

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

Price

Switch-MATE/HC(vI) , 8ETS-4120-00
SPST Relay Module, 10A

$119.00

(vI)

ETS-4121-00

Switch-MATE/HC with
USB Interface Module

$149.00

Detailed specifications are available online
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E MBEDDED TEST SOLUTIONS™
“With Overton Instruments’ embedded test
products, I can now develop custom test equipment much faster and for
far less cost” - Rubin A. Hawal III
MARCOM20133012-OI

OVERTON INSTRUMENTS (OI), has developed an innovative suite of
low-cost test and measurement products called the ETS Series,
E MBEDDED T EST S OLUTIONS. Like the name implies, the ETS
Series’ board-level instruments are designed for embedded operation, which includes direct installation into Mechanical Test
Fixtures, build custom desk-top test equipment, or support larger
ATE test systems.
The application possibilities are enormous, use the ETS Series to
test a wide array of electrical and electronic circuits including
Components, Semiconductors, Printed Circuit Boards, FlexCircuits or complete Systems.
Check-MATE(vI)
You can also build fully automated
Multifunction DAQ Module
test equipment to perform InCircuit Test, Functional Test,
Burn-In or QA Inspection.
The ETS Series’ test instruments
can be externally controlled by our
embedded controllers, or from a
standard PC (with an optional
USB interface). Access to the
hardware is provided by a combination of screw terminal blocks and box headers. All of the instruments share a common form-factor (2.5” x 2.75”). In addition, the
mounting holes allow easy stacking for the instruments as well..
The complete ETS Series product line is divided into 7 separate
categories (which are further highlighted in the section on the far
right).

OVERTON INSTRUMENTS (Oi)

P RODUCT L INE

Test Fixture Control Solutions

Sr. Test Engineer
Valid Storage Systems

Benefits
Modular design (2.5” x 2.75”)
Large & growing selection of
test instrument solutions
Convenient access to instrument resources (screw terminals and/or condensed headers)
Embedded or PC control
Low cost, as much as 60%
less than comparable PC instruments

Applications
Digital, Analog, RF, High
Voltage & Power

A N AL O G C O N V E R S I O N

Mechanical Test Fixtures are no longer simple or passive. In
most cases, today’s test fixtures require sophisticated
pneumatic control, temperature measurement, sensor
manipulation, voltage acquisition and much more.

CHECK-MATE(vI)
Multifunction DAQ Module

DAQ-MATE(vI)
16-CH Data Acquisition Module

Fortunately, the ETS Series’ is available to remove all
the hassle and complication, and give Engineers the
capability to satisfy the most demanding fixture control
applications. What could be simpler, just install the instrument
module into the test fixture and connect your sensor or I/O device.

D I G I T AL I N P U T / O U T P U T
DIO-MATE(vI)
24-Bit Digital I/O Module

OPTO-MATE(vI)
16-Bit Isolated Digital I/O Module

SW ITCHING S OLUTIONS

Custom Instrumentation

RELAY-MATE(vI)

The ETS Series’ goes far beyond just supporting Production
Test. QA Engineers can use it to develop special
reliability and burn-in test equipment. Hardware
Engineers use it in the lab to characterize new circuit designs. Depot repair facilities can use it to
build special screening systems to process returns.

8 DPDT Relay Modules

SWITCH-MATE(vI)
8 SPST Relay Modules

SWITCH-MATE/HC(vI)
4 SPST, High Current Relay Module

MUX-MATE(vI)
16-CH Signal Multiplexer Module

The equipment shown are examples of how a limited set of
ETS Series’ modules, integrated together can satisfy a wide
range of custom test solutions.

MATRIX-MATE(vI)
4x4 Relay Matrix Module

4WIRE-MATE(vI)
4-CH Signal Multiplexer Module

ATE System Support

SIGNAL GEN. & MEASUREMENT
FCM-MATE(vI)

The ETS Series’ is designed to support larger ATE test systems, in new and very exciting ways. In a typical ATE test
system, the on-board PC is used drive a number of external
test instruments. Likewise, a set of ETS Series’ instrument
modules can be integrated together to satisfy a particular test
function or operation. Some examples include controlling a
bank of signal-switching relays, perform circuit simulation and
translation, or carry-out various test fixture control functions.
In the end, the ETS Series’ test equipment would execute
commands sent by the PC.

100MHz Frequency Counter Module

PGM-MATE(vI)
Programmable Pulse Generator Module

S P E C I AL F U N C T I O N
DUT-MATE(vI)
Device-Under-Test
Power Sequence Module

SFM-MATE(vI)
8-Ch Short Finder Module

Components
Semiconductors
Cable Harness Assemblies
Flex Circuits
Printed Circuit Boards
Box Level & Systems
ICT & Functional Test
Burn-In & Stress Screening
Design Verification

5431 Auburn Blvd #141

TMM-MATE(vI)

Scorpion FaultFinder

4-Ch Temp. Measurement Module

The Scorpion FaultFinder is a fully integrated Go/NoGo test system, that used to
perform PCB Functional Test. The system
offers a reusable bed-of-nails test platform,
(Oi) embedded controller and test instruments and a simple Operator interface. The
rear panel includes support for an array of
peripherals and external test instruments. The
Scorpion FaultFinder is made available to customers needing a complete “turn-key” solution.

E MBEDDED T EST C ONTROLLERS

Sacramento CA 95841

(510) 944-4377

PICO-MATE, MICRO-MATE,
MINI-MATE & MEGA-MATE

S O F T W AR E D E V E L O P M E N T

(Oi) test instruments inside

Support for programming (Oi) Embedded Test Controllers are provided by a
set of superb compliers (BASIC & ‘C’),
from MikroElektronika.

www.overtoninstruments.com

M UX -MATE ( V I)

• 16 X 2 X 1 Mux (16 relays, 2-poles and 1 common output)

16-CH SIGNAL MULTIPLEXER

• LED indicate each active
relay
• Convenient screw terminals and pin headers for
user connections
• Embedded or optional
USB interface
• Compact size

S W I TC H I N G S O LU T I O N S

• Low Cost

D ESCRIPTION
The MUX-MATE(vI) is a 16-channel
signal multiplexer that is used to
route test points on the DUT
(device-under-test), to external
measurement equipment (such as
oscilloscopes, voltage meters or
frequency counters). Designed for
embedded applications, the MUXMATE(vI) can be installed directly
into custom Instrument Enclosures, Mechanical Test Fixtures, or
support larger ATE “rack-n-stack”
systems.
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the MUX-MATE
(vI)
to a PC laptop or desktop, and
then running our GUI software. No
external power source is required,
since power is supplied through
the USB interface. Easy access to
the hardware is made available
through a convenient collection of
screw terminal connectors.

There are two options for controlling the MUX-MATE(vI) (with a Host
PC or embedded microcontroller).
In the case of the PC, the MUXMATE(vI) is connected by a USB
interface and responds to a simple
set of ASCII commands.
Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
MUX-MATE(vI) uses a standard OI
interface to allow external control
by anyone of our Embedded Test
Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE, MicroMATE or Mini-MATE).

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description
(vI)

ETS-4210-00

Mux-MATE
Multiplexer

, 16-CH Signal

Price
$169.00

(vI)

ETS-4211-00

Mux-MATE with USBMATE, USB Interface

$199.00

Detailed specifications are available online
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4WIRE-MATE ( V I)

• 8 X 4 Multiplexer (8 relays, 4-poles)

8-CH SIGNAL MUTIPLEXER

• LED indicate each active
channel
• Rapid switching, 3msec
actuation time
• Convenient screw terminals and pin headers for
user connections
• USB Interface or Embedded Control

S W I TC H I N G S O LU T I O N S

• Compact size
• Low Cost

D ESCRIPTION
The 4Wire-MATE(vI) is a unique 4pole, 8-channel signal multiplexer
that is designed to support 4-wire
‘Kelvin’ measurements or 4-wire
data communications switching
(i.e., RS-232, Ethernet & ISP programming applications).
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the 4WireMATE(vI) to a PC laptop or desktop,
and run our GUI software. No
external power source is required,
since power is supplied through
the USB interface. Easy access to
the hardware is made available
through a convenient collection of
screw terminal connectors.
There are two options for controlling the 4Wire-MATE(vI) (with a
Host PC or embedded microcontroller). In the case of the PC, the
4Wire-MATE(vI) is connected by a
USB interface and responds to a
simple set of ASCII commands.

Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
4Wire-MATE(vI) uses a standard OI
interface to allow external control
by anyone of our Embedded Test
Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE, MicroMATE or Mini-MATE).

A PPLICATIONS
Perform Kelvin (4 wire) Resistance Measurements
Multiplex Serial Communications
Support PCB gang programming

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description
(vI)

ETS-4410-00

4Wire-MATE
Multiplexer

Price

, 8-CH Signal

$169.00

(vI)

ETS-4411-00

4Wire-MATE with USBMATE, USB Interface

$199.00

Detailed specifications are available online

microATE
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FCM-MATE ( V I)
100MHz FREQUENCY COUNTER
• 100MHz Frequency Range

S I G N A L G E N E R AT O R & M E A S U R E M E N T

• Programmable Gate Time

PHOTO COMING

• USB Interface or Embedded Control
• Compact Size
• Low Cost

D ESCRIPTION
The FCM-MATE(vI) is a low-cost
frequency counter module that is
designed to accommodate a wide
range of test & measurement applications.
Some examples include clock oscillators, pulse &
timing circuits and signal generators.
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the FCM-MATE
(vI)
to a PC laptop or desktop, and
then running our GUI software. No
external power source is required,
since power is supplied through
the USB interface. Easy access to
the hardware is made available
through a convenient collection of
screw terminal connectors.

There are two options for controlling
the FCM-MATE(vI) (with a Host PC
or embedded microcontroller). In
the case of the PC, the FCM-MATE
(vI)
is connected by a USB interface
and responds to a simple set of
ASCII commands.
Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
FCM-MATE(vI) uses a standard OiBUS interface to allow external control by anyone of our Embedded
Test Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE,
Micro-MATE or Mini-MATE ).

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

FCM-MATE(vI) , 100MHz
ETS-5010-00
Frequency Counter Module
ETS-5011-00

FCM-MATE(vI) with USB
Interface Module

Price
$149.00

$179.00

Detailed specifications are available on-line
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PGM-MATE ( V I)
10MHz PULSE GENERATOR
• Programmable Pulse
Width & Period
• Inverted & Sync Outputs

S I G N A L G E N E R AT O R & M E A S U R E M E N T

• External Trigger Input

PHOTO COMING

• USB Interface or Embedded Control
• Compact size
• Low cost

D ESCRIPTION
To expose potential timing errors
within critical mix signal circuits, it
is often necessary to stimulate the
DUT (device-under-test), with a
programmable clock pulse. The
PGM-MATE(vI) is the perfect choice
for many applications because of
its low-cost, flexibility, and ease-ofuse. The PGM-MATE(vI) delivers
an exceptional frequency range (010MHz), and programming is a
simple matter of setting the pulsewidth and rep-rate.
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the PGMMATE(vI) to a PC laptop or desktop,
and then running our GUI software. No external power source is
required, since power is supplied
through the USB interface. Easy
access to the hardware is made
available through a convenient
collection of screw terminal connectors.

There are two options for controlling
the PGM-MATE(vI) (with a Host PC
or embedded microcontroller). In
the case of the PC, the PGM-MATE
(vI)
is connected by a USB interface
and responds to a simple set of
ASCII commands.
Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
PGM-MATE(vI) uses a standard OiBUS interface to allow external control by anyone of our Embedded
Test Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE,
Micro-MATE or Mini-MATE ).

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

Price

(vI)

ETS-5110-00

PGM-MATE , 10MHz
Programmable Generator

$149.00

ETS-5111-00

PGM-MATE(vI) with USB
Interface Module

$179.00

Detailed specifications are available online

microATE
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DUT-MATE ( V I)
POWER SEQUENCE MODULE

• Apply “smart” DUT power
• Prevent electrical hazards,
while reducing test time
• Verify marginal performance by monitoring DUT
current flow

PHOTO COMING

• USB or Embedded interface
• Compact size

S PECIAL FUNCTION

• Low cost

D ESCRIPTION
What is fundamental to testing any
electronic device is the need to
apply DC power. The DUT-MATE
(vI)
is a unique power sequence instrument that is used to deliver
“safe” power to virtually any DUT,
“Device-Under-Test”. The DUTMATE(vI) performs (5) critical functions.
Residual
Voltage »
Discharge

Short
Finder

»

Prior to applying DUT power,
this function removes any
lingering voltages on the DUT
power rails.
The DUT power rails are
measured for a short condition.
Used to prevent damage to the
DUT, the adjoining test equipment or injury to the Test
Operator.

Versatile DUT power is switched by a
Power » DPDT relay, which is offered in
(1, 5 & 10Amp versons).
Switch
OverSenses DUT current drain and
Current » trips a breaker, if a pre-set limit
Detector is exceeded.
Current/
Voltage
Monitor
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»

A measurement circuit coverts
the DUT current drain into a
voltage which can be readback externally.

Easy access to the hardware is
made available through a convenient collection of screw terminal
connectors. Use the DUT-MATE(vI)
in Burn-In and other power sequencing applications.
Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port.

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

Price

DUT-MATE/1Amp Switch,
ETS-6010-00
Embedded Control

$249.00

ETS-6020-00

DUT-MATE/5Amp Switch,
Embedded Control

$269.00

ETS-6030-00

DUT-MATE/10Amp Switch,
Embedded

$289.00

ETS-6011-00

DUT-MATE/1Amp Switch,
USB Interface Option

$279.00

ETS-6021-00

DUT-MATE/5Amp, Switch,
USB Interface Option

$299.00

ETS-6031-00

DUT-MATE/10Amp Switch,
USB Interface Option

$309.00

Detailed specifications are available on-line

overton instruments

S PECIAL FUNCTION

DUT-MATE (vI) enhances Burn-In
with unique power control function

In the diagram above, the DUT (device under test) is a typical PCB
mounted to a heat-sink sub-assembly. The test process supports a
set of 4 DUT’s, which are tested within a normal burn-in chamber.
The Burn-In process specifies a 4 corner temperature cycle (which
ranges from +25ºC to +50ºC, +50ºC to -10ºC and -10ºC to +25ºC).
The Pico-MATE (Embedded Test Controller), manages the entire
test process. First, the serial numbers for each DUT is captured by
scanning the bar-code. Once the DUT’s are installed in the chamber, the START button on the User Interface is pressed and the
Pico-MATE sends the temperature set-point to the external temp controller. The Pico-MATE queries the temp controller until the desire temperature is reached. Once the temperature is OK, the Pico-MATE commands
each DUT-MATE(vI) to apply DUT power. Immediately following that, the
DUT over-current limit is checked.
While the DUT’s “soak” at the current temperature, the Pico-MATE periodically records the temperature reading, the DUT current-flow & voltage,
and the exact time & date. After a fixed period of time, DUT power is removed and the next set-point is sent to the temp controller (and the process is repeated). At the completion of the Burn-In cycle, the Pass/Fail
status for each DUT is presented on the User Interface. If any failures
exist, a Failure Ticket for each DUT is also generated.
The CIA-MATE(vI) (Controller Interface Adapter), expands the number of
(Oi) instrument ports to 4 (which accommodates the 4 DUT-MATE modules). In addition it includes ample breadboard area (which allows for
custom circuit development, in this case the two RS232 serial ports).
microATE
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TCI-MATE™
TEST CONTROL INTERFACE
• Supports (Oi) UTCP, Universal Test Control Panel
• User Interface Module for
(Oi) Embedded Test Controllers

PHOTO COMING

• Compact size

S PECIAL FUNCTION

• Low Cost

D ESCRIPTION
The TCI-MATE™ is the control
interface for Oi’s, UTCP - Universal Test Control Panel. The UTCP
was developed to give Test Engineers the capability to add a basic
Operator Interface to custom Functional Test equipment. The UTCP
is a standard collection of control
switches, LED’s, LCD’s and other
circuits that are mounted to an
instrument panel.
For most test applications the
UTCP eliminates the need for an
external PC Monitor, Keyboard &
Mouse. Instead, the Operator interacts with the test process
through the LCD display, status
LED’s, and by engaging the Start/
Stop switches. The heart of the
UTCP system is the TCI-MATE™.

The TCI-MATE™ is designed for
embedded operation and is controlled by anyone of our Embedded
Test Controllers (i.e., Micro-MATE,
Mini-MATE or Mega-MATE). Interface to the controller is provided by
a standard 10-pin header called the
Oi-BUS. Programming the TCIMATE™ is greatly simplified with
the use of TES-MATE™ (or Test
Executive Suite).

O RDER I NFO
Part No.
ETS-6100-00

Description
TCI-MATE, Test Control
Interface Module

Price
$ 99.00

Detailed specifications are available online
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SEM-MATE ( V I)
SWITCHING EXPANSION MODULE
• Connect any combination
of ‘8’ Switching Solutions’
products
• LED indicate each active
relay module

PHOTO COMING

• Embedded or optional
USB interface
• Compact size

S PECIAL FUNCTION

• Low Cost

D ESCRIPTION
The SEM-MATE(vI) allows any combination of 8, Switching Solutions’
products to be controlled as a single
group (i.e., Relay-MATE, SwitchMATE, Mux-MATE, 4Wire-MATE
and any future products).
Many test solutions can be quickly
built by connecting the SEM-MATE
(vI)
to a PC laptop or desktop, and
then running our GUI software. No
external power source is required,
since power is supplied through the
USB interface. Easy access to the
hardware is made available through
a convenient collection of screw
terminal connectors.

There are two options for controlling the SEM-MATE(vI) (with a Host
PC or embedded microcontroller).
In the case of the PC, the EXPMATE is connected by a USB interface and responds to a simple set
of ASCII commands.
Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial
port. For embedded operation, the
SEM-MATE(vI) uses a standard OiBUS interface to allow external
control by anyone of our Embedded
Test Controllers (i.e., Pico-MATE,
Micro-MATE or Mini-MATE ).

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

Price

SEM-MATE(vI) , Switching
ETS-4510-00
Solutions Expansion Module
ETS-4511-00

SEM-MATE(vI) with USB
Interface Module

$249.00

$279.00

Detailed specifications are available online

microATE
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COM-MATE ( V I)
QUAD PORT RS-232 MODULE

S PECIAL FUNCTION

PHOTO COMING

D ESCRIPTION
There was a time when the RS-232
COM port was the dominate interface in PCs, but that has given way
to the ubiquitous ‘USB’ interface.
However in the embedded test
world, the traditional COM port is far
from dead. Use the COM-MATE(vI)
to incorporate numerous external
test instruments into your Functional
Test process. This includes programmable Power Supplies, Oscilloscopes, Signal Generators, Analyzers and much more.
The COM-MATE(vI) provides 4 independent RS-232 asynchronous
communication ports. Many test
solutions can be quickly built by connecting the COM-MATE(vI) to a PC
laptop or desktop, and then running
our GUI software. No external
power source is required, since
power is supplied through the USB
interface. Easy access to the hardware is made available through a
convenient collection of boxheaders.
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• 4 serial com ports, RS232
• 115.2K max baud rate
• Programmable handshaking, protocols and interrupts
• LED’s indicate Tx and Rx
activity
• Embedded or optional
USB interface
• Compact size
• Low cost

There are two options for controlling
the COM-MATE(vI) (with a Host PC or
embedded microcontroller). In the
case of the PC, the COM-MATE(vI) is
connected by a USB interface and
responds to a simple set of ASCII
commands.
Programming is easy using Visual
BASIC, LINUX, C/C++, LabView,
LabWindows or any language that
allows access to through a serial port.
For embedded operation, the COMMATE(vI) uses a standard OI interface
to allow external control by anyone of
our Embedded Test Controllers (i.e.,
Pico-MATE, Micro-MATE or MiniMATE).

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

Price

ETS-7020-00

COM-MATE(vI) , Quad-Port
RS-232 Module

$ 149.00

ETS-7030-00

COM-MATE(vI) , Dual-Port RS232 Module

$ 119.00

Detailed specifications are available online
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Test Fixtures & Instrument Enclosures

Device-Under-Test
Benefits
With minimal system components, test a wide array of
electrical and electronic
circuits
Modular design promotes
rapid test development
Superior value, (Oi) instruments are often 60% less then
comparable PC-based products

Bed Of
Nails

Digital MultiMeter

Applications
Digital, Analog, RF, High
Voltage & Power Circuits
Passive Components
Semiconductors
Cable Harness Assemblies
Flex Circuits
Printed Circuit Boards
Box Level & Systems
ICT & Functional Test
Burn-In & Stress Screening

DMM
Input

M UX -MATE ( VI)

S PECIAL FUNCTION

16-Ch Signal
Multiplexer

(Oi) Instrument Port

P ICO -MATE™
Embedded
Test Controller

Program
Development

USB
Interface

System Port, RS232

Basic configuration for
performing ICT
& Functional Test...

Operator
Interface

In the diagram above, the Pico-MATE is highlighted in a minimum system configuration that is used to perform both ICT and Functional Test. The DUT (deviceunder-test), could be any electrical or electronic circuit (including passive Components, Semiconductors, PCB’s, Cable Assemblies and more). The MUX-MATE is
a 16-Channel Signal Multiplexer, which is used to route test points on the DUT, to
the external DMM. To perform ICT related tasks, the DMM can be easily programmed to measure Continuity, Resistance, Capacitance or Diode parameters.
Likewise for Functional Test (after DUT power is applied), the DMM can be set to
make AC and DC, Voltage & Current, Period or Frequency measurements.
The Pico-MATE is used to control the entire Functional Test process. Some of its
duties include: manage the test sequence, supervise Operator interaction, control
the test instruments, determine Pass or Fail, and store the test results. TES-MATE
(Test Executive Suite), completes the system by providing the software tools required to
microATE
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TES-MATE™
TEST EXECUTIVE SUITE

• Supports “Go/No-Go” test
system development

• Customize test sequences

• Supervise Operator I/O
• Control test instruments
• Identify Pass/Fail conditions

S O F T W A R E D E V E LO P M E N T

• Log/retrieve test results
• Test Fixture control support

D ESCRIPTION
TES-MATE™ is the engine that
powers the ETS Series’ test development platform. TES-MATE™
integrates a comprehensive collection of proprietary software resources, that enable Test Engineers
to custom build complete Functional
Test solutions quickly, reliably and
affordably.
TES-MATE™ manages and supports all facets of a typical “Go/NoGo” test process (i.e., supervise
Operator I/O, execute test sequences, inject test stimulus and
acquire measurements, apply Pass/
Fail limits and log test results).

TES-MATE™ is offered in two versions BASIC and ‘C’. The BASIC
version of TES-MATE™ is used in
conjunction with BASCOM. BASCOM is a MS-Windows BASIC
complier with a professional IDE
(Integrated Development Environment), that supports the Atmel AVR
family of microcontrollers and can
be purchased through (Oi).
The ’C’ version of TES-MATE™ is
still under development. Both version are open source code and are
available free of charge.

O RDER I NFO
Part No.

Description

Price

TES-MATE, Embedded
ETS-7010-00 Programming Support
Library for BASIC

N/C

TES-MATE, Embedded
ETS-7011-00 Programming Support
Library for ‘C’

N/C

Detailed specifications are available online
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• Build test code in BASIC
• Program statements com-

BASCOM
AVR BASIC Complier

•
•
•

S O F T W A R E D E V E LO P M E N T

•
•
•

D ESCRIPTION
BASCOM provides a powerful BASIC development environment for
Test Engineers to build custom test
programs that run on our Embedded Test Controllers. Developing
BASCOM programs is a simple 4step process, (1) develop the code,
(2) compile the code, (3) download
the code, and (4) run the code.
BASCOM is compatible with QuickBASIC, with complete support for
structured programming, bit manipulation and interrupt handling.
TES-MATE™ is designed to compliment BASCOM. (Oi) provides a
TES-MATE™ Demo file that illustrates a complete test solution
based-on BASCOM. Test Engineers can use the Demo file as a
template for building actual test
programs.

microATE

patible with MS QuickBASIC
Fast complied code, not
interpreted
Bit, Byte, Integer, Word,
Long, Single and String
variables supported
Supports structured programming
Professional Windows
IDE
Supports all Pico-MATE
hardware functions
Supports TES-MATE,
Test Executive Suite

When compiled, the final test program is not interpretive code, but is
converted into a fast-running Intel
Hex ‘object’ file. The object file can
be downloaded to the Embedded
Test Controller via a serial communications link (from the PC). A
boot-loader resides on the embedded controller which allows the program to be executed, halted or examine on-board memory.

O RDER I NFO

Part No.

Description

ETS-7110-00 BASCOM, Software

Price
$149.00

Detailed specifications are available online
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Scorpion
F AULT -F INDER
Powered by:
Overton
Instruments

™

• Performs both ICT &
Functional Test

• Integrated Bed-Of-Nails
Mechanical Test Fixture

• Driven by Pico-MATE,
Embedded Test Controller

• Supports all (Oi) Test
Instrument Modules

• User Interface includes
Reduce
cost by

S YS T E M S O LU T I O N S

60%

UTCP, Universal Test
Control Panel

• Reuseable development
platform

D ESCRIPTION
The Scorpion Fault-Finder test
system combines both ICT and
Functional Test capability into a
single “bed-of-nails” test platform.
The system is designed to be the
low-cost alternative to traditional
PC-based test equipment. The
Operator simply installs the DUT
(device-under-test), press the
START button and quickly receive
Go/No-Go test results.
The Scorpion employs (Oi) Embedded Test Controllers to manage all
aspects of the test process
(including Operator input/output,
controlling test instruments, acquiring test measurements, data logging and processing Pass/Fail results). To accommodate most test
functions (such as signal stimulus,
measurement, switching, interfacing
and control), (Oi) offers a wide
range of general purpose instrument modules. These instruments
are board-level products that include Analog I/O, Digital I/O, Signal
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Switching and Special Function
modules. In addition, there is ample space available within the Scorpion to include custom circuits,
power supplies and other support
components.
Programming the Scorpion is both
simple and fast. Low-cost compilers are available in ’C’ and BASIC,
and both are supported by TESMATE™ (TEST EXECUTIVE SUITE™).
TES-MATE™ is a comprehensive
library of software routines, support
utilities and (Oi) instrument drivers
that allow the programmer to take
full control over all of the hardware
resources the Scorpion FaultFinder has to offer.

A PPLICATIONS
ICT & Functional Test
Flex Circuits, Single PCB &
Panels, Cable Assemblies
Engineering, Manufacturing,
Incoming Inspection & Depot
Repair

overton instruments

EMBEDDED TEST CONTROLLER

S YS T E M S O LU T I O N S

The heart of the Scorpion test system is the
Pico-MATE, Embedded Test Controller.
To automate a typical printed circuit board
test procedure, the Pico-MATE uses a
powerful ATMEL microcontroller to
eliminate the need for an external
desktop PC. The photo on the right
shows the Pico-MATE mounted to
the side panel (which is hinged to
provide easy access for development and debugging).

INTEGRATED MECHANICAL TEST FIXTURE
The Scorpion test system includes an extremely
versatile “bed-of-nails” platform that supports
virtually any DUT (device-under-test). As
shown in the photo on the left, the DUT is
supported by a series of spring-probes
and tooling pins that are mechanically
inserted in the probe-plate (plastic G10
material). An over-clamp mechanism
is used to apply “even” down ward
pressure, which forces the DUT to make
contact with the spring-probes internally, the spring
probes are supported by a Custom Interface Board
(CIB), which facilitates connection to various (Oi)
test instruments and/or other custom circuits.

UTCP, UNIVERSAL TEST CONTROL PANEL
To provide users with the most flexibility
and ease-of-use when operating the
Scorpion test system, (Oi) invented the
UTCP, Universal Test Control Panel.
The UTCP is a simple collection of
Operator I/O components, which are
shown in the photo on the right. Starting with the START and STOP buttons, these switches are used to initiate or abort the test sequence. The
three LED’s indicate test status, either PASS, FAIL or RUN (test in progress). The LCD module is a 4 line by 20 character display that is used to
present operator prompts and test status. The dual thumb-wheel switch is
used to provide the operator the option to select and execute different test
sequences.
microATE
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OVERTON INSTRUMENTS (OI)
5431 Auburn Blvd #141
Sacramento CA 95841
(510) 945-4377
info@overtoninstruments.com
www.overtoninstruments.com

